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What to see
How's this for a crackpot idea? 'Let's weave a cape using silk from spiders.'
But for Simon Peers and Nicholas Godley, the lore and tales of folk making cloth from the silk
of arachnids (including the last recorded example: a pair of stockings and a shawl made for
Emperor Napoleon and his wife Empress Josephine), was the red rag that lured these two men
to bullishly take up the challenge.
Peers, an Englishman working in textiles and Godley an American entrepreneur and designer,

both live in Madagascar, home to the fairytale sounding Golden Orb Weaver spiders. The men
devised a way to collect spiders each morning, harness the creatures in special 'silking
contraptions', extract the silk, before returning the unharmed spiders back to the highlands at
the end of each day. "It would be impossible to try and farm the spiders," explains Simon Peers,
"Because they're carnivorous. Theywould simply eat each other."

After years of hard graft, Peers and Godley are exhibiting their silk brocaded cape for the first
time at the V&A. The cape has been made using the silk of r.z million spiders, which has taken
Bo people five years to collect. And the silk is totally untreated; the precious golden hue is its
natural colour.
Not only is the cape a thing of great beauty and an extraordinary example of man harnessing
nature, but the piece is also of great interest to scientists. The silk is incredibly strong, stretchy,
and ridiculously light, (close your eyes and you won't feel a thing when thousands of threads
are placed on your hand).
Attempts are being made to use the DNA of these spiders in silk worms and goats. So while the
golden cape may seem like a splendid extravaganza,lhe cogs are whirring to somehow
commercialize these magical silk weaving spiders. Maybe woven golden spider silk is the cloth
of the future? But for now, go and ogle this enchanting example of painstaking defiance.
Golden Spider Silk will be show at the V&A's Studio Gallery from z5th January - 5ft June zorz.

